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Abstract—
We study a dynamic, usage- and congestion-dependent pricing system in
conjunction with price-sensitive user adaptation of network usage. We ﬁrst
present a Resource Negotiation and Pricing (RNAP) protocol and architec-
ture to enable users to select and dynamically re-negotiate network services.
In the second part of the paper, we develop mechanisms within the RNAP
architecture for the network to dynamically formulate prices and commu-
nicate pricing and charging information to the users. We then outline a
general pricing strategy in this context. We discuss candidate algorithms
by which applications (singly, or as part of a multi-application system) can
adapt their rate and QoS requests, based on the user-perceived value of a
given combination of transmission parameters. Finally, we present experi-
mental results to show that usage and congestion-dependent pricing can ef-
fectively reduce the blocking probability, and allow bandwidth to be shared
fairly among applications, depending on the elasticity of their respective
bandwidth requirements.
Keywords— Communication system economics, Adaptive systems, Re-
source management, Communication system signaling, Communication
system trafﬁc, Computer network management, Multimedia communica-
tion
I. INTRODUCTION
The development and use of distributed multimedia applica-
tions are growing rapidly. These applications usually require a
minimum Quality of Service (QoS) from the network, in terms
of throughput, packet loss, delay, and jitter. Also, multime-
dia applications on the Internet commonly employ the UDP
transportprotocol,whichlacksacongestioncontrolmechanism.
TheseapplicationscanthereforestarveTCPapplications(which
perform congestion control) of their fair share of bandwidth.
Different approaches have been considered to address these
problems:
1. In order to guarantee a certain QoS to the application, re-
searchers have proposed mechanisms such as network re-
source reservation [2][3], admission control [9], special
scheduling mechanisms [10], and differentiated or priori-
tized service at network switches [13];
2. Adaptation protocols and algorithms have been proposed
to dynamically regulate the source bandwidth according to
the existing network conditions (a survey of this work is
given in [1].)
If resource reservation is done statically (before transmis-
sion), resource reservation and provisioning tend to be conser-
vative due to the lack of quantitative knowledge of trafﬁc statis-
tics. Moreover, the resource allocation is based on initial avail-
ability of resources and does not take into account changes in
availability during an ongoing transmission. Many multimedia
applications are long-lived, exacerbating the problem.
Users of rate-adaptive applications do not have any incentive
to scale back their sending rate below their access bandwidth,
since selﬁsh users will generally obtain better quality than those
that reduce their rate.
Pricing network services based on the level of service, usage,
and congestion provides a natural and equitable incentive for
applications to adapt their sending rates according to network
conditions. Increasing the price during congestion gives the ap-
plication an incentive to reduce its sending rate and at the same
time allows an application with more stringent bandwidth and
QoS requirements to maintain a high quality by paying more.
Existing research work in this area is discussed brieﬂy in Sec-
tion II.
In this paper, we present work in two areas. In the ﬁrst part
of this paper (Sections III and IV), we present a Resource Ne-
gotiation and Pricing (RNAP) protocol and architecture, as a
framework to enable a user to select from a set of available net-
work services with different QoS characteristics, and enable the
user andnetworkto dynamicallyre-negotiatethe contractedser-
vice parameters and price. RNAP has some features and goals
in common with recent work on differentiated services [13] and
RSVP [2]. However, our main goal is to study in detail how
pricing mechanisms can be integrated with resource negotiation
and reservation.
In the second part of the paper, we study a distributed, con-
gestionsensitive price adjustmentprocess, user adaptationin re-
sponsetopricing,andtheinteractionbetweenthetwoprocesses,
within the RNAP framework. In Section V, we outline a pric-
ing strategy which is volume- and congestion-sensitive,and can
provide users the incentive to adapt. We also propose mecha-
nisms to enable RNAP to formulate prices in a distributed man-
ner, and communicate pricing information to the users. In Sec-
tion VI, we discuss candidate algorithms by which applications
can adapt their service requests so as to optimize user satisfac-
tion under the constraint of a ﬁxed budget. Finally, in Section
VII, we present experimental results demonstrating important
features of the price adjustment and user adaptation processes,
using a simpliﬁed implementation of RNAP.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we brieﬂy discuss related research work in
three main areas: resource reservation and allocation mecha-
nisms; adaptive applications; billing and pricing in the network.
A. Resource Reservation and Allocation
Current research in providing QoS support in the Internet is
mainlybasedontwoarchitecturesdeﬁnedbythe IETF:Per-ﬂowbased integrated services (int-serv) [4], and class-based differ-
entiated service (diff-serv) [13]. In both architectures, imple-
mentations should include a mechanism by which the user can
request speciﬁc network services, and thus acquire network re-
sources. Per-ﬂow resource reservation in int-serv is generally
implemented through the RSVP reservation protocol [2]. Im-
plementation of resource reservation for diff-serv is a subject of
ongoing research, and various approaches have been proposed
[14]. In general, RSVP and the implementations of diff-serv
lack integrated mechanisms by which the user can select one
out of a spectrum of services, and re-negotiate resource reser-
vations dynamically. They also do not integrate the pricing and
billing mechanisms which must accompany such services.
Resource allocationschemes based on perceived-qualityhave
been studied in [18][19][48]. These studies were limited to a
local system, and did not address the interaction of the local
system with a large network. Liao [42] allocates resources to
achieveequal perceivedquality. We arguethat perceivedquality
does not directly represent the economic value of communica-
tions, as discussed below.
B. Adaptive Applications
There has been a lot of recent research on adaptation of the
sending rates of multimedia applications in response to avail-
able network resources [1], which relies on signaling mecha-
nisms such as packet loss rates for feedback. The orientation of
these methods is different from ours, since they assume no QoS
support and no usage-sensitive pricing of network services. The
frequent and passive rate adjustment can severely degrade mul-
timedia quality, and sometimes can not guarantee that an appli-
cation is able to maintain its minimum QoS requirement.
C. Pricing and Billing in the Network
Microeconomic principles has been applied to various
network trafﬁc management problems. The studies in
[16][18][20][21][24] are based on a maximization process to
determine the optimal resource allocation such that the utility
(a function that maps a resource amount to a satisfaction level)
of a group of users is maximized. These approaches normally
rely on a centralizedoptimizationprocess, which does not scale.
Also, some of the algorithms assume some knowledge of the
user’s utility curves and truthful revelation by users of their util-
ity curves, which may not be practical.
In [15][17][22][23][?], the resources are priced to reﬂect de-
mand and supply. The pricing model in these approaches is
usage-sensitive. Some of these methods are limited by their re-
liance on a well-deﬁned statistical model of source trafﬁc, and
are generally not intended to adapt to changing trafﬁc demands.
The scheme presented in [23] is more similar to our work in
that it takes into account the network dynamics (session join or
leave) and source trafﬁc characteristics (VBR). It also allows
different equilibrium price over a different time period, depend-
ing on the differentuser resource demand. However, congestion
is only considered during admission control. Our pricing algo-
rithm has two congestion-dependent components - congestion
due to excessive resource reservation (holding cost) and con-
gestion due to network usage (usage cost).
In general, the work cited above differs from ours in that it
does not enter into detail about the negotiation process and the
network architecture, and mechanisms for collecting and com-
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Fig. 1. RNAP-C architecture
municating locally computed prices. Our work is more con-
cerned with developinga ﬂexible and general framework for re-
source negotiation and pricing and billing, decoupled from spe-
ciﬁc network service protocols and pricing and resource alloca-
tion algorithms. Our work can therefore be regarded as comple-
mentary with some of the cited work.
In [27], a charging and payment scheme for RSVP-based
QoS reservationsis described. A signiﬁcant differencefrom our
work is the absence of an explicit price quotation mechanism
- instead, the user accepts or rejects the estimated charge for a
reservation request. Also, the scheme is coupled to a particular
service environment(int-serv), whereas our goal is to develop a
more ﬂexible negotiation protocol usable with different service
models.
III. THE RNAP ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we deﬁne an architecture in which the cus-
tomer and network service provider negotiate network services.
A customer (sender or receiver) wishes to reserve network
resources for multiple ﬂows, for example, ﬂows correspond-
ing to audio, video and white-board applications in a video-
conference. The customer negotiates with the network through
a Host Resource Negotiator (HRN). The HRN negotiates only
with its access network to reserve resources, even if its ﬂows
traverse multiple domains. It obtainsinformationand price quo-
tations for available services from the network. It requests par-
ticular services, specifying the type of service (guaranteed [5],
controlled load [6] (CL), expedited forwarding [7], assured for-
warding[8],besteffort,etc.),parameterstocharacterizetheuser
trafﬁc (e.g., peak rate, average rate and burst size) and QoS re-
quirements (e.g., loss rate and delay). The HRN can request
a different service for each ﬂow from network through RNAP.
In addition to resource negotiation between the HRN and the
network, the RNAP protocol is also intended for resource nego-
tiation between two network domains.
For negotiationsby the networkservice provider,we consider
two alternative architectures, a centralized architecture, and a
distributed architecture, described below.
A. Centralized Architecture (RNAP-C)
The RNAP-C architecture is based on an underlying net-
work divided into AutonomousSystems (AS). Each administra-
tive domain negotiates through a Network Resource Negotiator
(NRN) (Fig. 1). Protocol messages are sent between NRNs, or
between HRNs and NRNs, and touch each AS once.
The NRN delivers price quotations for the different available
service levels to customers, answers service requests from cus-
tomers, and is also responsible for maintaining and communi-
cating charges for a customer session.
The NRN may be an individual entity, or may be a comple-
mentary functionalunit that works with other administrativeen-
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Fig. 3. RNAP messaging sequence between HRN and NRN.
tities. For example, the NRN can be part of (or function as)
the Bandwidth Broker (BB) in the diff-serv model [12] and the
PDP in the COPS architecture [28]. The NRN either has a well-
known address, or is located via the service location protocol
[34]. The NRN address of a neighboring domain can be pre-
conﬁgured or obtained through DNS SRV.
Resource reservation and admission decisions may be per-
formed by the NRN or by other entities, such as the BB of the
diff-serv model. If they are performed by other entities, the
NRN communicates requests for services to them individually
or in aggregate, and receives admission and pricing decisions
from them. The implementation of resource reservation and ad-
mission control, and the associated communicationwith admin-
istrative entities, is closely related to speciﬁc Better than Best
Effort (BBE) services, and is outside the scope of the RNAP
protocol.
B. Distributed Architecture (RNAP-D)
In this architecture, the RNAP protocol is implemented at
each router, in the form of a Local Resource Negotiator (LRN)
(Fig. 2). RNAP messages propagatehop-by-hopalongthe same
pathascustomerdataﬂows, fromtheﬁrst-hopLRNtotheegress
LRN, and in the reverse direction. We consider the messaging
process in greater detail in Section IV-A.
The RNAP message format is independent of the architec-
ture. Therefore, the two architectures can co-exist; for instance,
adomainadministeredbyaNRNcanexchangeRNAPmessages
with a neighboringdomainwhich employsthe distributedarchi-
tecture. Also, a HRN does not need to know about the RNAP
architecture of its local domain, since it receives and sends the
same negotiation messages in either case.
IV. THE RNAP PROTOCOL
The basic RNAP message sequence is as Fig. 3. Typically,
the sequence of Fig. 3 repeats periodically, with a pre-deﬁned
Negotiation Interval. This allows the protocol to maintain soft-
state -state informationthat expiresinthe absenceofanyRNAP
Reserve message. It also allows the customer and the network
to easily re-negotiate services.
The protocol messaging is brieﬂy discussed in Section IV-A.
Theaggregationandde-aggregationofRNAPmessagestomake
the protocol scalable in core networks is discussed in Section
IV-B. A more detailed description of RNAP is given in [39].
A. Protocol Messaging
We ﬁrstconsiderhowacustomerreservesresourcesfora ﬂow
orgroupofﬂowsend-to-end,toaparticulardestinationaddress,
assuming that the intervening domains implement RNAP-D.
1. The HRN sends a Query message to the ﬁrst hop LRN
(FHL), requesting a price quotation from the LRN for one
or more services, for a ﬂow or group of ﬂows belonging
to the customer. The HRN speciﬁes a set of requirements
(suchas servicetimeandQoS)with eachservice. TheFHL
forwards the Query message downstream to the last-hop
LRN (LHL).
The LHL determines local service availability and a local
price for each service, and initiates a Quotation message
containing QoS speciﬁcations and price for each service.
When a Query message does not specify any service, the
LRN returns quotations for all available services using de-
fault values of unspeciﬁed service parameters.
The Quotationmessage is sent upstream towards the HRN,
and each intermediate LRN veriﬁes local availability of
each service, and increments the price by the local price
that it computes. The FHL returns the Quotation message
to HRN.
In addition to asynchronously sending Quotation mes-
sages, the LHL also sends out Quotationmessagesperiodi-
cally, containing price quotations for all services requested
by the customer.
2. The HRN sends a Reserve message to the FHL to apply
for services with speciﬁed service parameters for a ﬂow or
group of ﬂows. This message is sent downstream similar
to the Query message. A Reserve message is sent at the
beginning of a session to request services for the ﬁrst time,
and thereafter, periodically or asynchronously to renew or
change existing reservations.
Inresponsetoa Reserve message, the LHL initiates a Com-
mit message stating the admissibility of the ﬂow. The Re-
serve request may be admitted or denied, or admitted par-
tially if network resources are scarce and the provider ad-
mits the service request with a lower QoS or sending rate
than requested. If the ﬂows are admitted, the Commit mes-
sage also contains a local price for the contracted service,
and for an on-going session, it also contains the accumu-
lated local charge for a service. As the Commit message is
forwarded upstream, the committed price and accumulated
charge are incremented at each router.
When a customer ﬂow traverses a domain implementing
RNAP-C, with a controllingNRN, the ﬂow of messages is iden-
tical to that considered earlier for RNAP-D, if each domain is
considered to be equivalent to a single node, with the NRN cor-
responding to the LRN for that node. Accordingly, the NRN
is responsible for collecting and communicating admission and
pricing and charging information for the domain as a whole
instead of for a single node. It is also possible that the ﬂow
traverses multiple domains some of which implement RNAP-C
andothersRNAP-D.Inthiscase,theNRNofaRNAP-Cdomain
would talk to the corresponding boundary LRN of an adjoining
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RNAP-D domain, and the messaging ﬂow would be as before.
B. State Aggregation
If end-to-end RNAP reservation is carried out for each cus-
tomer ﬂow, RNAP agents in the core network may potentially
need to process RNAP messages for hundreds of thousands of
ﬂows, and maintain state information for each of them. In this
section, we discuss how RNAP messages can be aggregated in
the core of the network by allowing RNAP agents to handle
reservations for ﬂow-aggregatesinstead of individual ﬂows.
B.1 Overview of the Aggregation Scheme of RNAP
All RNAP messages have an Id ﬁeld identifying the corre-
sponding data ﬂow; it contains three sub-ﬁelds: Flow Id, Aggre-
gation Flag,a n dAggregate Flow Id. The merging point aggre-
gates RNAP messages for user ﬂows which request the same or
similar services and have similar negotiation intervals.
We consider the aggregationof RNAP messages belongingto
senderssharingthe samedestinationnetworkaddress,forminga
“sink tree”. Sink tree based aggregationhas also been discussed
in [36], [37].
RNAP messages will be merged by the source domain and
split again for each individual HRN at the border router (for
RNAP-D) or NRN (for RNAP-C) of the destination domain.
The merging point in the HRNs home network forwards two
messages: one that travels directly to the destination network,
without visiting any of the RNAP agents in between, and an
aggregated-resource message that reserves resources and col-
lects prices in the “middle” of the network.
The merged resource message have a resource request which
is equal to the sum of all the branch resource requests further up
in the sink tree. At each merging point, upstream ﬂow arrivals,
departuresand reservation changeswill trigger the updateof the
downstream merged request. To avoid frequent re-negotiation,
the merging point may decide to reserve more resources than
the sum of the upstream requests and add resources in larger in-
crements if the current downstream allocation has been reached
or is about to be reached. (BGRP [37] analyzes the trade-off in
some detail.) We consider aggregation ﬁrst for RNAP-D, and
then for RNAP-C.
B.2 Aggregation and De-aggregation in RNAP-D
Fig. 4 illustrates how RNAP message aggregation works in
a RNAP-D architecture. Consider the aggregation of Reserve
messages (this also applies to Query messages). At access net-
work A, the border router Ra creates an aggregateReserve mes-
sage, with the source address set to ‘a’, the interface address
the aggregator Ra, and the destination network address set to
the network address B. It also sets the Aggregation Flag to one
in the Id structure, which marks the message as aggregate. Ra
then forwards the aggregate Reserve message hop by hop as in
Section IV-A. Ra also turns off the router alert option of the
incoming per ﬂow messages and tunnels the per-ﬂow Reserve
messages down to the de-aggregation point (Rb in Fig. 4), so
that per-ﬂow reservation can be resumed in the destination net-
work. In each per-ﬂow Reserve message, the address of the
aggregator will be included in the Aggregate Flow Id ﬁeld, to
enable proper mapping at the de-aggregation point. A per-ﬂow
Reservemessage is encapsulatedin anUDP packetwiththe des-
tination network address set as B, and the port number set to a
port reserved for RNAP, and forwarded.
A border router of a domain is a potential de-aggregation
point for RNAP messages to that domain. Therefore ﬁlters are
set up at border routers of a domain so as to intercept aggregate
RNAP messages as well as tunneled per-ﬂow RNAP messages.
For instance, the border router Rb (Fig. 4) of domain B is set
up to intercept UDP packets with destination address set to the
network address B and port number set to the RNAP port. Once
intercepted, aggregate Reserve messages and tunneled per-ﬂow
messages are sent up to the transport layer. The de-aggregation
point will record the mapping between an aggregation ﬂow and
per ﬂow messages, by checking the aggregation Flow Id ﬁeld.
The router alert option will be turned on for per-ﬂow Reserve
messages arriving at Rb, and the messages will be forwarded,
allowing per-ﬂow resource reservation within domain B. The
aggregate Reserve message (identiﬁed as such by its Aggrega-
tion Flag) terminates at the de-aggregation router.
In response, a Commit message will be sent upstream for the
aggregate Reserve message as well as each per-ﬂow Reserve
message. Thede-aggregationpointRb will decidethatthe desti-
nationaddressforthe perﬂowCommit message is‘a’, bycheck-
ingthemappingbetweentheaggregatemessageandtheperﬂow
messages. Each per ﬂow Commit message is then encapsulated
in a UDP message with destination address ‘a’ and tunneled
back to its aggregation point Ra. The aggregate Commit mes-
sage will be forwarded hop by hop upstream until it reaches the
aggregation point, and conﬁrms the aggregate Reserve request
sent by the aggregation agent. There is a similar message ﬂow
for RNAP Quotation messages in the upstream direction.
The aggregation entity on the source network side is also re-
sponsible for de-aggregation of RNAP response messages. It
checks the mapping between an aggregate session and per-ﬂow
RNAP response messages. If it is the origination point for the
correspondingaggregatesession, it will map the aggregate-level
pricing and charging (returned by the aggregate session Quota-
tionand Commit messages) to the correspondingper-ﬂowprices
and charges for individual ﬂows based on the local policy.
Multiple levels of aggregation can occur, so that aggregate
messages are aggregated in turn, resulting in a progressively
thicker aggregate “pipe” towards the root of the sink-tree. For a
level two aggregation of several level one RNAP aggregate re-
quests as shown in Fig. 4, node Rx in domain X forms a level
two aggregate message with the source address in the Flow Id
set to ‘x’. Node ‘x’ also records the level one requests, and
terminates these messages instead of forwarding them. In re-
sponse, the RNAP agent at the de-aggregation node Rb sends
responsemessagesforthe leveltwo aggregatetowardspoint‘x’.
At point Rx, the level one response messages are formed by
mapping the pricing and charge data from level two aggregate
message to individual level one aggregate response massages to
send towards Ra and Rc. All the per ﬂow request messages are
tunneled downstream to node Rb, and per-ﬂow response mes-
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sages are tunneled from Rb directly either to Ra or Rc.
B.3 Aggregation and De-aggregation in RNAP-C
In the RNAP-C architecture of Fig. 5, the aggregation and
de-aggregation entity are NRNs. Once again, we consider the
aggregation of Reserve messages. At an aggregating NRN ‘a’,
the aggregate Reserve message will be formed and sent domain
by domain towards the destination domain NRN ‘b’, as in Sec-
tion IV-A. In addition, the destination domain NRN is located
through DNS SRV [35], and the aggregating NRN encapsulates
the per ﬂow Reserve messages in UDP packet headers and tun-
nels them directly to the destination domain NRN ‘b’.
The destination domain NRN sends a Commit messages “hop
by hop” (each hop is one domain) upstream towards ‘a’ in re-
sponse to an aggregate Reserve message. It will also receive
the encapsulated per ﬂow Reserve messages from ‘a’, process
them to perform per-ﬂow reservation in the destination domain,
and determine from the Aggregate Flow Id ﬁeld that per-ﬂow
response messages are to be encapsulated and tunneled back to
‘a’. There is a similar message ﬂow for RNAP Quotation mes-
sages in the upstream direction. The mapping of pricing and
charging information from aggregate session to per ﬂow mes-
sage is similar to that in RNAP D.
B.4 Overhead Reduction due to Aggregation
As a result of the aggregation of RNAP messages, the mes-
sage processing overhead and the storage of the RNAP state in-
formation are greatly reduced in the core network. Since per
ﬂow messages need to be tunneled to the destination network,
so the RNAP message transmission bandwidth is not reduced,
and actually slightly increased because of the extra aggregation
messages. But since RNAP messages are updated with a rela-
tively long interval, this is not a major concern compared with
the bandwidth hat will be consumed by the data ﬂows.
V. PRICING AND CHARGING
The main RNAP messages, Query, Reserve, Quotation and
Commit, all contain a common Price structure, used to convey
pricing and charging information. In the ﬁrst part of this sec-
tion, we discuss how the service provider formulates prices and
charges for this purpose. We ﬁrst brieﬂy describe the Price ﬁeld
used in RNAP messages. We then describeend-to-endprice and
charge formulation in RNAP-D, and in RNAP-C architectures.
Finally, in section V-C, we propose a speciﬁc strategy for pric-
inga BBE serviceata singlenetworkpoint. Thislies outsidethe
scope of the RNAP protocol and architecture, but taken together
with the global pricing and charging mechanisms, it constitutes
a complete and viable pricing system.
A. Price Structure in RNAP Messages
The Price structure carried by RNAP messages consists of
the following ﬁelds: New Price, Current Charge, Accumu-
lated Charge,a n dHRN Data.T h e r ei saPrice structure corre-
sponding to each service being negotiated by a RNAP message.
The New Price ﬁeld contains the price quoted by the network
providerto the negotiating HRN for the next negotiationperiod.
The Current Charge ﬁeld contains the amount charged by the
network provider for the preceding negotiation period. TheAc-
cumulatedChargeﬁeld containsthetotal amountchargedbythe
network provider since the beginning of the negotiation session
and is carried to protect against the loss of Commit messages.
B. Arriving at Price and Charge
In the previous section, we discussed how price and charge
informationare communicatedto the HRN throughRNAP mes-
sages. We now consider the issue of arriving at the contracted
price to be quoted for a ﬂow receiving a particular service in a
given negotiation period, and computing the charge for the ser-
vice at the end of the period.
B.1 Price and Charge Formulation in RNAP-D
In the RNAP-D (distributed) architecture, each router-LRN
maintains charging state information for the ﬂows passing
through it, based on prices computed at the router. At the be-
ginning of a negotiation period (and also in response to a Query
message), the last hop LRN originates a Quotation message.
The Quotation message is sent hop-by-hop back towards the
ﬁrst-hop LRN. At each LRN, the Price:New Price ﬁelds in the
message are incremented according to the current New Price
computed for the corresponding service at the LRN. In Section
V-C, we discussa speciﬁc localpricingstrategyin whicha set of
prices is computed for each service. In this case, some mapping
behaviormay have to be deﬁned to obtain a single incrementfor
the quoted New Price. When the Quotation message arrives at
the negotiating HRN, it carries the total quoted price for each
service.
Similarly, Commit messages originate at the last-hop LRN,
and are sent hop-by-hopback to the ﬁrst-hop LRN. In this case,
the New Price, Current Charge,a n dAccumulated Charge ﬁelds
are all incremented at each router-LRN on the way.
B.2 Price Formulation in RNAP-C
When the centralized negotiation architecture is used, the lo-
cal charging state information for a domain is maintained by
the NRN. The price formulation strategy is a much more open-
ended problem. Various alternatives may be considered, and
different domains may apply different local policies. The NRN
may compute a price based on the service speciﬁcations alone.
The price could be ﬁxed, or modiﬁed based on the time of day,
etc. In general, if the price charged to a ﬂow needs to depend on
the network state and the ﬂow path, we consider the following
three approaches:
1. The NRN makes the admission decision and decides the
price for a service, based on the network topology, routing
and conﬁguration policies, and network load. In this case,
the NRN sits at a router that belongs to a link-state routing
domain (for example an OSPF area) and has an identical
link state database as other routers in the domain. This al-
lows it to calculate all the routing tables of all other routers
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in the domain using Dijkstra’s algorithm. A similar idea
has been explored in [36] in a different context.
TheNRNmaintainsadomainroutingtablewhichﬁndsany
ﬂow route that either ends in its own domain, or uses its
domain as a transmit domain (Fig. 6). The domain rout-
ing table will be updated whenever the link state database
is changed. A NRN also maintains a resource table, which
allows it to keep track of the availability and dynamic us-
age of the resources (bandwidth, buffer space). In general,
the resource table stores resource information for each ser-
vice provided at a router. The resource table allows the
NRN to compute a local price at each router (for instance,
using the usage-basedpricing strategy described in Section
V-C). For a particular service request, the NRN ﬁrst looks
up the path on which resources are requested using the do-
main routing table, and then uses the per-router prices to
compute the accumulated price along this path. The re-
source table also facilitates monitoring and provisioningof
resources at the routers. To enable the NRN to collect re-
source information, routers in the domain periodically re-
port local state information (for instance, average buffer
occupancy and bandwidth utilization) to the NRN. A pro-
tocol such as COPS [28] can be used for this purpose.
To compute the charge for a ﬂow, ingress routers maintain
per-ﬂow (or aggregated ﬂow from neighboring domain)
state information about the data volume transmitted dur-
ing a negotiation period. This information is periodically
transmitted to the NRN, allowing the NRN to compute the
charge for the period. The NRN uses the computed price
and charge to maintain charging state information for each
RNAP session.
2. Prices are computed at the network boundary, and com-
municated to the NRN. For price calculation, there are two
alternatives.
One alternative is that the ingress router periodically com-
putes a price for each service class and ingress-egress pair.
The calculation is based on service speciﬁcations and lo-
cal per-servicedemand at the ingress router; internal router
states along the ﬂow path are not taken into account.
The other alternative allows internal router load to be taken
into account. Probe messages are sent periodically from an
egressroutertoall ingressrouters. Aprobemessagecarries
per-service Price structures which accumulate prices hop-
by-hopat each router in a similar manner to Section V-B.1.
Inboth ofthe abovecases, the ingressroutermaintainsper-
ﬂow state information that includes the per-ﬂow price (the
price charged to the service class the ﬂow belongs to), as
well as the per-ﬂow data volume entering the domain. This
information is transmitted every negotiation period to the
NRN, which computes the charge and is responsible for
the messaging.
3. Price formulation takes place through a intra-domain sig-
naling protocol. If resource reservation for a particular
service in a domain is performed through a dynamic re-
source reservation protocol, such as RSVP or YESSIR[3],
thepriceinformationiscollectedthroughtheperiodicmes-
sages of the reservation protocol, and stored at the ingress
router. For example, the RSVP PATH message and RTCP
[38] messages in YESSIR can collect pricing information.
If the ingress router is responsible for sending the price in-
formation to the NRN, the price accumulated from a do-
main will be send back to ingress router along with the
RSVP RESV message. Such an implementation, utilizing
RSVP, is described in VII. Communication between the
ingressrouter and NRN occursas discussed in the ﬁrst sce-
nario.
C. Pricing Strategy
In the previoussections, we assumed the existence of speciﬁc
pricing strategies or rules for the negotiated service. As dis-
cussed earlier, speciﬁc pricing strategies are outside the scope
of the RNAP protocol itself. However, for completeness, we
consider a pricing strategy that could work with the RNAP pro-
tocol.
We propose a simple pricing algorithm to determine a price
for a particular kind of forwardingservice from the router based
on the competitive market model [25]. The price computation
is performed periodically, with a price update interval ,w h i c h
is generally independent of the negotiation interval of the ser-
vices supported by the router. The price within each negotiation
interval is kept constant, to provide predictability to users.
We assume that routers support multiple services and that
each router is partitioned to provide a separate link bandwidth
and buffer space for each service, at each port. We consider one
such logical partition. The competitive market model deﬁnes
two kinds of agents: consumers and producers. The routers are
considered as the producers and own the link bandwidth and
buffer space for each output port. The ﬂows (individual ﬂows
or aggregate of ﬂows) are considered as consumers who con-
sume resources. The total demand for link bandwidth is based
onthe aggregatebandwidthreservedonthe link fora price com-
putation interval, and the total demand for the buffer space at an
output port is the average buffer occupancy during the interval.
The supply bandwidth and buffer space need not be equal to the
installed capacity; instead, they are the targeted bandwidth and
buffer space utilization. We decompose the total charge com-
puted at a router into three components: holding charge, usage
charge,a n dcongestion charge.
Usage Charge:
The usage charge is determined by the actual resources con-
sumed, the level of service guaranteed to the user, and the elas-
ticity of the trafﬁc. For example, on a per-byte basis, best-effort
trafﬁc will cost less than reserved, non-preemptable CBR traf-
ﬁc. The usage price (pu) will be set such that it allows a retail
6network to recover the cost of the purchase from the wholesale
market, and various static costs associated with the service.
The usage charge cu(n) for a period n in which V (n) bytes
were transmitted is given by:
cu(n)=pu  V (n) (1)
Holding Charge:
The holding charge can be justiﬁed as follows. If a particu-
lar ﬂow or ﬂow-aggregate does not utilize the resources (buffer
space or bandwidth) set aside for it, we assume that the sched-
uler allows the resources to be used by excess trafﬁc from a
lower level of service. The holding charge reﬂects revenue lost
by the provider because instead of selling the allotted resources
at the usage charge of the given service level (if all of the re-
served resources were consumed) it sells the reserved resources
at the usage charge of a lower service level. The holding price
(ph) of a service class is therefore set to be proportional to the
difference between the usage price for that class and the usage
price for the next lower service class. The holding price can be
represented as:
pi
h = i  (pi
u − pi−1
u ); (2)
where i is a scaling factor related to service class i. The hold-
ing chargech(n) when the customerreservesa bandwidthR(n)
is given by:
ch(n)=ph  R(n)   (3)
where isthedurationoftheperiod. TheR(n)canbeestimated
from the trafﬁc speciﬁcation and QoS request of the customer,
for example, an effective bandwidth [11].
Deﬁning a usage charge and a holding charge separately al-
lows the customer to reserve resources conservatively, without
penalizing him excessively for unused resources.
Congestion Charge:
The congestion charge is imposed when congestion is de-
duced, that is, the resource request or average usage for a parti-
tion (in terms of buffer space or bandwidth) exceeds supply (the
targeted buffer space or bandwidth). The congestion price for
a service class is calculated as an iterative tˆ atonnement process
[25]:
pc(n)=m i n [ fpc(n − 1)
+(D;S)  (D − S)=S;0g+;p max]; (4)
where D and S represent the current total demand and supply
respectively, and  is a factor used to adjust the convergence
rate.  may be a function of D and S; for example, it is higher
when congestion is severe. The router begins to apply the con-
gestion charge only when the total demand exceeds the supply.
Even after the congestion is removed, a non-zero, but gradually
decreasing congestioncharge is applied until it falls to 0, to pro-
tect against further congestion. The maximum congestion price
is bounded by the pmax parameter so that the total price for a
service class does not exceed that for a higher level of service.
When a service class needs admission control, all new arrivals
are rejected when the price reaches pmax.I f pc reaches pmax
frequently, it indicates that more resources are needed for the
correspondingservice and new conﬁgurationfor local resources
may be needed. For a period n, the total congestion charge is
given by
cc(n)=pc(n)  V (n): (5)
Based on a priceformulationstrategysuch as the onewe have
discussed, a router arrives at a price structure for a particular
RNAP ﬂow or ﬂow-aggregate at the end of each price update
interval. The total charge for a session is given by
session charge =
N X
n=1
(ch(n)+cu(n)+cc(n)) (6)
where N is total number of intervals spanned by a session.
VI. USER ADAPTATION
Althoughdynamicre-negotiationand pricingare integralfea-
tures of RNAP, it is compatible with applications with different
capabilities and requirements. Applications may choose ser-
vices that provide a ﬁxed price, and ﬁxed service parameters
duringthe duration of service. Alternatively,if they are not con-
strained by a ﬁxed user budget, they may use a service with
usage-sensitive pricing, and maintain a constant QoS level, pay-
ing a higher charge during congestion. Generally, the long-term
average cost for ﬁxed-price service is higher since the network
provider will add a risk premium. Applications may also be
adaptive, that is, operate with a budget constraint, and adjust
their service requests in response to price increases during con-
gestion.
In this section, we discuss how a set of user applications per-
forming a given task (for example, a video conference) adapt
their sending rate and quality of service requests to the network
in response to changes in service prices, so as to maximize the
beneﬁt to the user.
A. The Utility Function
We consider a set of user applications, required to perform
a task or mission, for example, audio, video, and white-board
applications for a video-conference. The Reserve request from
theuserspeciﬁescertaintransmissionparametersforeachappli-
cation. In general, the transmission parameters are the sending
rate, as well as QoS parameters,usuallyloss anddelay. The user
must deﬁne quantitatively, through a utility function,t h ev a l u e
provided by the corresponding network resource allocation to-
wardscompletingthe mission. The utilityfunctionis thereforea
functionin a multi-dimensionalspace, with eachdimensionrep-
resentinga single transmissionparameterallocationfor a partic-
ular application.
A.1 Utility as Perceived Value
Clearly, the utility of a transmission depends on its quality as
perceived by the user. However, since the user is paying for the
transmission, it appears reasonable to deﬁne the utility as the
perceived value of that quality to the user. An audio transmis-
sion requiring a certain sending rate and certain bounds on the
end-to-end delay and loss rate may be worth 10 cents/minute
to the user. The perceptual value is strongly correlated to the
perceptual quality, but is not exactly the same. A pair of audio
transmissions encoded identically and with the same transmis-
sion QoS parameters also have the same perceived quality, but
their perceived values may differ according to the application
requirements.
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The measurement of subjective quality of multimedia trans-
missions has been reported by a number of researchers. Gener-
ally, these experiments were intended to derive the Mean Opin-
ion Score (MOS), which is measured as an average perceptive
quality across a number of test subjects. However, in our frame-
work,perceivedvalueverystronglyreﬂectsindividualuserpref-
erences, and the application task being performed. We therefore
consider it likely that an user application will have one or more
of the following features:
 allow user to customize utility function(s);
 allow user to deﬁne “scenario”-speciﬁc utility functions; a
particular scenario may be selected by the user during a
session, or may be deduced by the application based on
user actions;
 allow user to specify a certain time-dependence of utility
function.
A.2 Utility as a Function of Bandwidth
It is likely that only a few alternative services will be avail-
able to a multimedia application on the Internet - at the current
stage of research, some possible services are guaranteed [5] and
controlled-load service [6] under the int-serv model, Expedited
Forwarding (EF) [7] and Assured Forwarding (AF) [8] under
diff-serv. A particular user application would be able to choose
from a small subset of the available services. Each such service
would probably provide some qualitative or quantitative guar-
antee for loss and delay. It seems likely, therefore, that the user
would develop an utility function as a function of the transmis-
sion bandwidth (which in turn would depend on speciﬁc encod-
ing parameters such as frame rate, quantization, etc.), at differ-
ent discrete levels of loss rate and delay.
We can make some general assumptions about the utility
function as a function of the bandwidth, at a ﬁxed value of loss
and delay. The application has a minimum transmission band-
width, and the utility is zero for bandwidth below this thresh-
old. Also, user experiments reported in the literature suggest
that utility functions typically follow a model of diminishing
returns to scale, that is, the marginal utility as a function of
bandwidthdiminisheswithincreasingbandwidthandeventually
goes to zero, deﬁning a maximum QoS requirement.
Fig. 7 shows some possible utility vs. bandwidth curves.
Utility1 is a smooth function. User experiments for deducing
the utility function would be performed at discrete bandwidths,
and some form of interpolation, such as a piecewise linear func-
tion(utility2),canbeusedtoapproximatetheutilityfunction. In
addition, in some multimedia applications, only discrete band-
widths are feasible. For example, audio codecs can only operate
at certain bandwidth points (Utility3).
A.3 Effect of Scaling and Shifting Utility Function
We also studied how the bandwidth adaptation is inﬂuenced
by linear operations on the utility function - an offset applied
uniformlyto the utility over all bandwidths, and a multiplicative
scaling of the function. Such linear operations could be used,
for example, to reﬂect an evolution with time of the value of a
particular information stream (which will be presented in more
detail in Section VI-A.4) or the evolution of relative importance
of individual applications in a system. We discuss the opera-
tion qualitatively here, and present some experimental results in
section VII-B.4.
A multiplicative scaling of the utility function by a factor
greater than one tends to increase its bandwidth share since it
reduces the demand elasticity of the application. The opposite
effect is observed when the scaling factor is less than one.
Alternatively, a constant offset to the utility function will not
inﬂuence the resource distribution as long as the valuation of
a bandwidth is higher than its cost. This is because the utility
function represents the relative preference of the user for differ-
ent bandwidths. But it changes the minimum perceived value,
which represents the user’s willingness to pay to just keep the
application alive.
A.4 Time Dependence of Utility
For a particular application, the value of the information may
vary with time. An user may perceive a higher value initially
after the connection is established, and a lower value after a cer-
tain duration (typically, a phone call is very important to the
user in the ﬁrst one minute, compared to one that has lasted 30
minutes), or the reverse (for a movie, the ending is usually more
interesting than the introduction). The relative importance of
individual applications in a system may also evolve with time.
The evolutionwith time of the applicationutilities may be de-
ﬁned based on various user-deﬁned scenarios. A simple way of
representing the time evolution is to represent the multiplicative
scaling and additiveoffset in Section VI-A.3, with a pair of time
dependent parameters,  and , so that the time-dependent util-
itycanberepresentedasj(t)Uj()+j(t),w h e r ej represents
a task performed at a time t.
B. Application Adaptation
Consumers in the real-world generally try to obtain the best
possible “value” for the money they pay, subject to their budget
and minimum quality requirements; in other words, consumers
may prefer lower quality at a lower price if they perceive this
as meeting their requirements and offering better value. Intu-
itively, this seems to be a reasonable model in a network with
QoS support, where the user pays for the level of QoS he re-
ceives. In our case, the “value for money” obtained by the user
correspondsto the surplusbetweenthe utility U()with a partic-
ular set of transmission parameters (since this is the perceived
value), and the cost of obtaining that service. The goal of the
adaptation is to maximize this surplus, subject to the budgetand
the minimum and maximum QoS requirements.
We ﬁrst consider the adaptation strategy of a single applica-
tion when its utility is a function only of bandwidth (at a ﬁxed
loss and delay). We then discuss the adaptation strategy when
theutilityis functionofmultipletransmissionparameters(band-
width,lossanddelay). Finally,we considertheproblemofmax-
imizingthemission-wideutilityofa systemcomprisingmultiple
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applications performing a certain task. We assume the applica-
tions belong to a single user.
B.1 Adaptation of Single Application over Fixed Transmission
Quality
If the quality of transmission is ﬁxed (a particular delay and
loss), the application utility (that is, the user-perceived value)
increases monotonically with the bandwidth. Hence the maxi-
mization problem for the user can be written as:
max [U(x) − C(x)]
s. t. C(x)  b
xmin  x  xmax; (7)
where x is the bandwidth under consideration, C(x) is the cost
for the requested bandwidth, b is the budget of user, xmin is
the minimum bandwidth requirement, and xmax represents the
maximum bandwidth requirement. Note that U, b and c are in
units of money/time.
One way of carrying out this optimization is to ﬁt the util-
ity function to a closed form function. The optimal solution is
then obtained by using Kuhn-Tucker conditions for a maximum
subject to inequality constraints.
As mentioned earlier, the application utility is likely to be
measured by user experiments and known at discrete band-
widths. In this case, it is convenient to represent the utility as
a piecewise linear function, as shown in Fig. 8. The ﬁgure also
assumes a constant unit bandwidth cost C, so that the cost-vs-
bandwidth is a straight line with slope equal to C. The budget
is shown as a horizontalline passing intercepting the cost/utility
axis. From the ﬁgure, it is evident that the optimal bandwidth is
either the segment end-point with the highest surplus, if this
end-point meets the budget constraint (b in Fig. 8 case A)
or else the bandwidth corresponding to the intersection point of
the cost line with the budget line (b’ in Fig. 8 case B).
B.2 Adaptation of Single Application over Multiple Transmis-
sion Parameters
We now consider the maximization of the application surplus
over a set of transmission parameters (usually, the bandwidth,
loss rate and delay). The objective function is as shown earlier
in equation 7, but x, xmin and xmax are now vectors corre-
sponding to the set of transmission parameters. If a complete
quality of service parameter space is considered, the searching
cost can be prohibitive. As brieﬂy explained however, we be-
lieve it is likely that the application utility will take the form of
a small set of utility versus transmission bandwidth functions,
each at a different level of loss rate and delay, corresponding to
a particular service. In this case, the optimization routine is as
follows:
1. For each available service, use the corresponding utility
versus bandwidth function to determine the optimal band-
width, as in Section VI-B.1.
2. Select the service which gives the highest surplus at its
optimal bandwidth.
B.3 Simultaneous Adaptation of Multiple Applications corre-
sponding to Single Task
We nowconsiderthe simultaneousadaptationoftransmission
parameters of a set of n applications performing a single task.
ThetransmissionbandwidthandQoSparametersforeachappli-
cation are selected and adapted so as to maximize the mission-
wide“value”perceivedbytheuser,asrepresentedbythesurplus
of the Total Utility , ^ U over the total cost C. We can think of the
adaptation process as the allocation and dynamic re-allocation
of a ﬁnite amount of resources between the applications.
A number of researchers have noted the interaction between
the perception of the different component media in a multime-
dia system, such as a video conference [44][45][46][47]. For
example, an investigation of video phone systems indicated that
any increase in visual representation of the speaker increases
the viewer’s tolerance to audio noise [44]. To take into account
the interdependencies among applications, the utility of the ith
application should, in general, be written as Ui(x1;::xi;::xn),
where xi is the transmission parameter tuple for the ith appli-
cation. The total utility function of a system consisting of n
individual application streams can be represented in general as
^ U(U1();:::;Un()),w h e r eUi() representstheutilityofstream
i. Since we consider utility to be equivalent to a certain mone-
tary value, we can write the total utility as the sum of individual
application utilities :
^ U =
X
i
[Ui(x1;:::;xi;:::;xn)] (8)
and the optimization of surplus can be written as
max
X
i
[Ui(x1;:::;xi;:::;xn) − Ci(xi)]
s. t.
X
i
Ci(xi)  b
xi
min  xi  xi
max; (9)
where xi
min and xi
max represent the minimum and maximum
transmission requirementsfor streami,a n dCi is the cost of the
type of service selected for stream i at requested transmission
parameter xi.
The general approach to solving this problem is to represent
each utility Ui() as a continuous function of the entire space
of transmission parameters of all n applications, and solve the
Kuhn Tucker equations so as to maximize the total surplus.
We make the simplifying assumption that for each applica-
tion, a utility function can be deﬁned independently and is a
function only of the transmission parameters of that application
- Ui()=Ui(xi). This is a reasonable assumption since Ui()
would normally depend strongly mainly on the vector xi .
As earlier, we can decompose a single utility function Ui(xi)
intoaset ofservice-speciﬁcutilityfunctionswhicharefunctions
only of bandwidth, each correspondingto a particular delay and
9loss provided by a particular service. Clearly, several combina-
tions of services (and hence, service-speciﬁc utility functions)
are possible. We ﬁrst consider one particular combination of
service-speciﬁc utility functions. Let the utility of an applica-
tion i be deﬁnedat Li bandwidthlevels. The utility at each level
is ui
l (l =1 ;2;::Li), and the utility function is piece-wise lin-
ear. Segment l (the straight line between levels l and l +1 )h a s
a slope ki
l. The optimal transmission parameter set for a par-
ticular combination of service-speciﬁc utility functions is then
determined as follows:
1. From the utility function for each application i, determine
the segment end-point lopt(l =1 ;2;::Li), with bandwidth
Bi
opt, atwhichthesurplus(utilityminuscost)is maximized
for that application. Let the cost of the targeted bandwidth
be Ci
opt(Bi
opt).
2. If the total expenditure needed for the system, P
i Ci
opt(Bi
opt), exceedsthe total system budget, go to step
3, else stop.
3. From all the applications that receive service at level
lopt >l min, ﬁnd the application ivictim with the small-
est slope in the surplus (ui
l −Ci
l) from level lopt to lopt −1
(this corresponds to the smallest sensitivity of application
surplus to a reduction in bandwidth). Reduce the current
bandwidth allocation for this application to the next lower
bandwidth level (lopt = lopt − 1).
4. If the total system expenditure remains greater than the
system budget, go back to step 3. If there is excess budget,
allocate the excess budget to the current victim application
(from step 3) to acquire as much bandwidth as permitted
by the budget.
The above algorithm is repeated for each possible combina-
tion of service-speciﬁc utility functions; each time, an optimal
transmission parameter set is obtained. The transmission pa-
rameter set with the highest total surplus is then selected.
B.4 Stability of the Pricing and User Adaptation Processes
Applications will re-negotiate network services when a price
quoted by the network changes or when the media trafﬁc for-
mat changes, resulting in different bandwidth requirements. In
addition, a new application entering the network or an existing
application leaving the network will also lead to resource re-
allocation. We show the stability of the process as applied to
our pricing algorithm in [40].
In Section VII-B, we will discuss a situation in which fre-
quentbandwidthadaptationbyuserssharingthesamelinkband-
width leads to oscillatory behavior. However, this is seen to be
alleviated by introducing a damping factor into the rate adapta-
tion algorithm, so that the bandwidthrequest is only changedby
small increments. In the core network, oscillatory behavior can
be minimized by aggregating RNAP requests, reducing the fre-
quency with which the RNAP agent re-allocates resources and
adjusts the price.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe preliminary experimental results
demonstrating some of the important features of our work, us-
ing a simpliﬁed implementation of RNAP. The implementation
was based on an extension of the RSVP signaling protocol, and
carried out on a test-bed consisting of two nodes connected by a
single 10 Mb/s link. An RNAP agent (LRN) was implemented
at each node. Two types of service were implemented - the tra-
ditionalbest-effortservice, andtheint-servControlledLoadser-
vice.
Although our implementation was simpliﬁed, it allowed us
to demonstrate several features: the periodic RNAP negotiation
process including resource negotiation and pricing and charg-
ing; the stability of the usage-sensitive pricing algorithm and its
effectiveness in controlling congestion; the adaptation of user
applications in response to changes in network conditions and
hence in the service price; and the effect of user utility functions
on user adaptation and resource allocation.
Theprotocolimplementationandtest-bed setup are discussed
in Sections VII-A and VII-A.1, and results are presented and
analyzed in Section VII-B.
A. Protocol Implementation
The RNAP Quotation, Reserve and Commit messages were
implemented as embedded messages in the RSVP Path, Resv
and ResvErr messages. The RNAP Query message was not im-
plemented; this was not critical, since only a single service was
available to the user. RNAP Quotation, Reserve and Commit
information were embedded in RSVP Path, Resv and ResvErr
messages. SinceCommit messagescouldnoteasily besentperi-
odically in this implementation framework, the Quotation mes-
sage carried periodic charging information (in the Price ﬁeld)
instead of the Commit message. The RNAP negotiation period
was set to be the same as the RSVP refresh period, 30 seconds.
The sequence of messages was as follows:
1. RSVP Path messages, with embedded RNAP Quotation
information are sent periodically from the sender-LRN to-
wards the receiver-LRN. As a Path message passes each
node, the Price ﬁeld is updated to add the price computed
at the local node and the incremental charge for the previ-
ous period.
2. The HRN at the receiver receives the Path message and
sendsaRSVPResvrequest,withembeddedRNAPReserve
information. The Price received from Path is copied into
the Price ﬁeld of the Resv message, with the Price:HRN
Data ﬁeld updated to indicate receiver information.
3. When a RSVP Resv request is rejected, an RSVP ResvErr
message is sent to the receiver HRN, with embedded Com-
mit information. This information includes “bandwidth
available” information in the Price:HRN Data ! Maxi-
mum Rate ﬁeld.
rsvpd version 4 from ISI [31] was extended to supportRNAP.
Resource reservation on a link was performed using Class-
Based Queueing (CBQ) [32], as part of the ALTQ package [33].
Pricing was done as follows. A RSVP Policy Element, called
the Price Element, was deﬁned to hold the RNAP Price struc-
ture. As with other Policy Elements,t h ePrice Element was
opaque to RSVP and only understood by policy peers. The
Price Element was embeddedwithin the POLICY DATA objects
[30][29] of Path messages, Resv messages and ResvErr mes-
sages.
The LRN at a nodewas implementedas part of the Local Pol-
icy Decision Point (LPDP) proposed in the COPS architecture
[28][29]. TheRNAP agentperiodicallycomputeda set of prices
(for the CL service) based on trafﬁc through a link, by monitor-
ingthe CBQ states. It also maintainedstate informationforeach
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Fig. 10. The architecture of the extended MINT system
RNAP session at the node. Congestion charge was levied based
on the total link usage relative to the total link bandwidth.
Since the system offers only a single class of service, namely
CBQ, we assume that the utility dependsonlyon the bandwidth.
Inthatclass, delaydependsontheallocatedbandwidthandthere
is no congestion-inducedpacket loss.
A.1 Experimental Setup and Parameters
The test setup consisted of 2 routers (Ra and Rb) connected
by a 10 Mb/s link, schematically represented in Fig. 9.
ThreeRNAPsessionswereestablishedendtoend,andshared
thesameoutputinterfaceofthelink. To createdifferentlevelsof
network load, a simple data source model was used in each ses-
sion to continuously send UDP packets. The packet generation
rate was tunable to allow user adaptation.
Out of the total capacity of 10 Mb/s, 4 Mb/s was conﬁgured
for CL service, The congestion threshold was set to 70% of the
CL capacity (2.8 Mb/s). Background trafﬁc was also sent using
best effort service.
In addition to experiments using the simple source model to
generate trafﬁc, one set of experiments was performed using
trafﬁc generated by a multimedia application - the Multimedia
InternetTerminal(MINT) [41] system. The audio and video ap-
plication componentsof MINT, NeVoT and NeViT, supportrate
adaptation. We extended the MINT system to couple the rate
adaptation process to RNAP negotiation. Each application was
represented by a Media Negotiation Agent (MNA). The MNA
communicatedapplicationrequirementsand changesin require-
ments to the HRN overa Resource Negotiation Bus (RNB). The
HRN was responsible for RNAP negotiation with the LRN, as
well as allocation of resources (sending rates) to the MNAs us-
ing the adaptation algorithm discussed in Section VI-B.3.
B. Experimental Results
We now describe a set of experiments which address the fol-
lowing issues: (i) the sharing of bandwidth between compet-
ing adaptive applications with identical utility functions; (ii) the
sharing of bandwidthbetween competingapplications with util-
ity functions reﬂecting different amounts of elasticity in band-
width requirements; (iii) distribution of bandwidth among ap-
plications belonging to a single-user multimedia system so as
to maximize mission-wide value; (iv) the inﬂuence of speciﬁc
changes in the utility function on the bandwidth adaptation; (v)
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Fig. 11. Utility functions used in the experiments of section VII-B.1 and VII-
B.3
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Fig. 12. Allocation of bandwidth and surplus for three competing users sharing
a link. a1, a2, and a3 show the results when the users all have the Utility 1
function from Fig. 11, and b1, b2, and b2 show corresponding results when
the users have the Utility 2 function from the same ﬁgure
adaptive behavior of audio and video applications belonging to
the MINT system.
In each experiment, we study the behavior of the price in re-
sponse to bandwidth demand, the inﬂuence of the price in driv-
ing adaptation of user bandwidth requirements, and the “bene-
ﬁt” gained by the applications in terms of the surplus (or per-
ceived value of the service relative to its cost). We ascertain that
a stable and equitable distribution of bandwidth is reached in
each case.
B.1 Bandwidth Sharing between Users
In the ﬁrst experiment, we study the adaptive behavior when
applications having the same utility function and belonging to
different users compete for network resources. The same exper-
iment is performed with two different utility functions, Utility1
and Utility2, shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 12-a1, 12-a2, and 12-a3 show different aspects of adap-
tive behavior when Utility1 is used. Initially, in response to the
initial price, each user determines that the optimal bandwidth
(givingthemaximumsurplus)is1000kb/s. Sincethetotalreser-
vation of 3000 kb/s made by the three users is higher than the
11congestion threshold of 2800 kb/s, the network imposes an ad-
ditional congestion price, resulting in a gradual increase in the
price.
Fig. 12-a1 shows the initial increase in price, from 3.9
cents/Mb, until it stabilizes at 4.2 cents/Mb after about 150 sec-
onds (corresponding to 5 negotiation periods). Fig. 12-a1 also
shows the variationwith time of the total bandwidthreservation,
and Fig. 12-a2 shows the variation with time of the individual
bandwidth reservations, and the maximum per-user bandwidth
that the user budget permits. As the price increases, each user
is constrained by its budget to decrease its sending rate in re-
sponse. As a result, the reservedbandwidth decreasessmoothly,
until the link becomes un-congested, and the price stabilizes.
Fig. 12 a3 shows a gradual decrease in the surplus obtained by
each user until the price stabilizes. All users are observed to
have nearly identical adaptation traces.
The second experiment uses Utility2 in Fig. 11. Utility2 dif-
fers from Utility1 in that the optimal bandwidth (at the initial
un-congested link price) of 1000 kb/s differs only slightly from
the next sub-optimal bandwidth of 700 kb/s with respect to the
perceived surplus.
In Fig. 12b, the adaptation traces are observed to be differ-
ent from that shown in Fig. 12a. When the price increases,
the applications are constrained by their budget to reduce their
bandwidthsinitially. Whenthepriceincreasesto acertainvalue,
the optimal bandwidth requirement for all the users (calculated
at slightly different times) shifts to 700 kb/s, since the increase
in cost for a larger bandwidth is higher than for a smaller band-
width. Since the two optimal points in our example are very far
apart in bandwidth, and the perceived surplus of the two band-
widthsareveryclose,anoscillationbetween2100kb/sand3000
kb/s was observed in the total bandwidth when this experiment
was performed.
To avoid this problem, a proportional plus derivative (PD)
controller [49] was used to reduce the oscillation. During each
negotiation period, instead of letting the requirement jump to a
new optimal bandwidth, the user shifts to a bandwidth between
the current one and the optimal one, resulting in temporarily
sub-optimal operation. The PD control law regulates the band-
width request as follows:
ri+1 =

ri − 0(ri − r) − 1(ri − ri−1); if
jSP(r)−SP(ri)j
SP(ri) >
ri; otherwise
(10)
where r is the desired optimal rate, ri is the rate requested for
negotiation period i,a n dSP(x) represents the surplus obtained
by obtaining bandwidth x. Quicker convergence is attained by
making 0 large, while the overshoot is minimized by making
1 large. In addition to the PD control, the bandwidth was al-
lowed to be adjusted only if the new bandwidth led to an in-
crease in surplus of at least  %. In the experiment, 0, 1 and
 are set separately as 0.4, 0.6, and 2%, which led to the quick
convergencewithout large overshoot.
Fig. 12b-2 shows that the bandwidth requirement of all three
users stabilized within seven negotiation periods, with different
users having different bandwidth shares. This is partly because
of the asynchronous user negotiation behaviors, and partly be-
cause of the possible sub-optimal bandwidth (within  % of op-
timal) choice of some users. All three users end up with ﬁnal
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Fig. 13. Utility functions with different bandwidth sensitivity
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Fig. 14. Bandwidth reservation a) and perceived surplus b) when all users have
different demand elasticity
surplus values very close to each other (within 2 %). This is im-
portant since we consider the perceived surplus, rather than the
bandwidth, as a measure of the user satisfaction.
B.2 Bandwidth Sensitivity and Demand Elasticity
In this experiment, we study the effect of different elasticities
in user demandon user bandwidthsharingand adaptation,using
differentutility functions(Fig. 13) for different users. An utility
function with a smaller slope reﬂects a higher elasticity in the
bandwidth requirement of the user. Fig. 14-a shows that the
user with the more elastic requirement is more sensitive to price
changes and reduces his resource requirement faster when the
network price increases. Correspondingly, Fig. 15-a shows that
as a reward for elastic behavior, the average network charge for
the more elastic user is lower, while the three users have similar
perceived surplus (Fig. 14-b).
Thus, users with less stringent bandwidth requirements ex-
press this ﬂexibility through a less bandwidth-sensitive utility
function, and bear a greater share of reductions in bandwidth
for congestion-control. Users with more bandwidth-sensitive
requirements have to pay a higher charge during congestion to
maintain their bandwidths at current levels.
B.3 Adaptation Across Media
In this section, we look at how utility functions guide the dis-
tribution of bandwidth across different media which are part of
a multimedia system belonging to a single user. The results of
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Fig. 15. Network charges for different users a) and the total network bandwidth
demand and price b) when the users have different demand elasticity
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Fig. 16. Bandwidth reservation a) and perceived surplus value b) for adaptation
across media sessions in a system, all sessions having the same utility
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Fig. 17. Resource reservation a) and perceived surplus value b) among sessions
of a system with different bandwidth sensitivity
two experiments are presented.
In theﬁrst experiment,the system consistsofthreemedia ses-
sions, all ofwhichhavethesameutility function,Utility1shown
in Fig. 11. When the system budget is exceeded due to conges-
tion, the HRN adjusts the application bandwidths downwards
according to the adaptation algorithm described in Section VI-
B.3. Since all the applications have identical utilities, the to-
tal system bandwidth is equally distributed between them at all
times, as seen in Fig. 16a.
The second experiment is similar except that the three media
sessions have different utility functions shown in Fig. 13. Fig.
17a shows that when the total optimal bandwidth requirement
for all the media sessions in the system exceeds the system bud-
get, the media session with the more elastic resource demand
will be assigned relatively less bandwidth so as to maximize the
overall perceived value. This is a similar result to that obtained
in section VII-B.2 for multiple competing user applications. In
effect, the system regards a media session with more elastic re-
quirements as being more able to absorb bandwidth reductions,
and “borrows” bandwidth from this session to give to other ses-
sions.
B.4 Linear Operations on Utility Functions
In section VI-A.3, we qualitatively discussed how the shape
of the user utility functions inﬂuences bandwidth selection and
distribution. We now experimentally study the impact of two
linear operations on the utility function, multiplicative scaling
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Fig. 18. Equivalent utilities under multiplicative scaling a) and additive shifting
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Fig. 19. Bandwidth reservation and perceived surplus for utilities scaled multi-
plicatively by different amounts
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Fig. 20. Bandwidth reservation and perceived surplus for utilities shifted addi-
tively by different amounts
by a weight , and additive or subtractive shifting by an amount
. The experimentstudies bandwidth distribution between mul-
tiple sessionsin a system belongingto a single user, thoughsim-
ilar results have also been observed with applications belonging
to different users.
Consider three media sessions belongingto a system, all with
the same basic (un-scaled) utility function (we use utility1 of
Fig. 13). Sessions 1, 2, and 3 are assigned scaling factors of 1,
1.1,and1.2respectively. Theresultingscaledutilities areshown
in Fig. 18a.
Fig. 19 shows the variation of individual and system band-
width allocations and perceived surpluses. Expectedly, when
the adaptation is constrained by the system budget, an applica-
tion with a higher  gets a larger bandwidth share because of its
lower elasticity of demand.
We now consider the effect of an offset applied uniformly to
the utility over all bandwidths. In Fig. 20b, the utility1 function
(which is the same as utility1 in Fig. 13a is shifted downwards
and form utility2 and utility3. Three different sessions are as-
signed different utility functions.
The results shown on Fig. 20a shows that all three sessions
are allocated the same bandwidth though Fig. 20b shows that
the allocation results in different values of perceived surplus.
Thisis becauseutilityfunctionrepresentstherelativepreference
of the user for different bandwidths. The absolute value of the
utility is not important - the adaptation algorithm only searches
for the bandwidthwith the maximumperceivedvalue relative to
its cost.
B.5 Adaptation in MINT
Finally, we examine the adaptive behavior of the audio
(NeVoT) and video (NeViT) applications in the MINT video
conferencesystem. The utility functionsfor the audio and video
applications are shown in Fig. 21a.
At the un-congested link bandwidth price, the optimal audio
bandwidth for MINT is 64 kb/s, and the optimal video band-
width is 384 kb/s. The MINT applications compete for band-
width with three single media applications belonging to differ-
ent users. The applications use the utility functions of Fig. 13.
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Fig. 21. a) Audio and video utility functions used for adaptation by MINT b)
Price and total bandwidth variation in the same experiment
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Fig. 22. Individual bandwidth reservations and perceived surplus in the adapta-
tion of Mint applications
The three user applications are started ﬁrst, and reach stability
at time 630 secondswith bandwidthallocationsof 712kb/s, 994
kb/s, and 994 kb/s respectively.
At time 2000 seconds, the MINT video conference system
is started, and it ﬁrst requests optimal bandwidth allocation (64
kb/s + 384 kb/s). The total requested bandwidth exceeds the
link congestion threshold, forcing the price up. It is observed
the NeVoT bandwidthremainsunchanged,andthe NeViT band-
width is reduced to 342 kb/s. The bandwidth share of the three
competing user application drops to 700 kb/s, 800 kb/s and 907
kb/s respectively. User 1has the most elastic bandwidthrequire-
ment between 700 kb/s and 1000 kb/s, and therefore initially
gets a smaller share. But it is less elastic above 700 kb/s, and
after the MINT applications are started, user 2, which has a rel-
atively greater elasticity near its current allocation, reduces its
requirement the most. The above experiment demonstrates the
efﬁcacy of the adaptation framework in allowing new sessions
to join gracefully even when the network is highly loaded.
VIII. SUMMARY
The overall objective of this paper has been to study a dy-
namic, usage and congestion dependent network pricing system
in conjunction with price-sensitive user adaptation. In addition
to this objective, we have also developed RNAP as a dynamic
resource negotiation platform for multiple delivery services and
environments. Our main focus in developing RNAP has been to
integrate service negotiation with network pricing.
A pair of alternate protocol architectures has been described.
The RNAP-D architecture is based on a distributed, per-node
model, while the RNAP-C architecture concentrates the negoti-
ation functionality at a centralized entity, the NRN. The archi-
tectures provide mechanisms for incremental price computation
at a single point in the network, collation of local prices in order
to compute end-to-end prices along different routes, and com-
munication of prices and charges to the client. Several price
and charge collation mechanisms have been described for the
distributed and centralized architectures, and end-to-end pric-
ing and charging across several administrative domains has also
been discussed. An algorithm for local pricing at a router has
been discussed in detail, but the pricing and charging mech-
anisms in the protocol are independent of the speciﬁc pricing
algorithm used.
We have proposed mechanisms for rate and QoS adaptation
by an application or multi-applicationsystem, based on the util-
ity (deﬁned as user-perceived value) of a given combination of
transmissionparameters,relativetothecostofobtainingthecor-
responding service from the network. The adaptation system
takes into account constraints imposed by the minimum appli-
cation requirements and the budget speciﬁed by the user, and
responds actively to changes in price signaled by the network
by dynamically adjusting network resource usage by the appli-
cation. Ina multi-applicationsystem such asa video-conference
application, the framework allows the system budget to be dis-
tributed among the component media so as to maximize the
overall perceived value relative to cost. Some heuristics are dis-
cussed to simplify this process. The system budget is dynami-
cally re-distributed among applications in response to changes
in price, as well as changes in the relative utilities with time or
under different application scenarios.
Experiments based on a prototype implementation of the im-
portant RNAP functionalities have been described. It is ob-
served that the usage-sensitive pricing can effectively reduce
the blocking rate at call admission time. Experimental results
also show that perceived value based adaptation allows band-
width to be shared among competing users fairly. At the on-
set of congestion, the bandwidth share of users with more elas-
tic demands (less bandwidth-sensitive utilities) is reduced, and
the bandwidth shares of those with inelastic demands (or non-
adaptive applications) remains fairly constant. However, users
with elastic requirements continue to receive a fair level of per-
ceived surplus (perceived value relative to cost). The distribu-
tion of system bandwidth among multiple sessions belonging to
a multimedia system is also demonstrated. The effect of a PD
control law is shown in minimizing oscillations and abrupt tran-
sitions in the bandwidth adaptation. The effect of changes in the
utility functions on resource distribution has been examined.
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